What Can Your Gift Do?

Believe it or not.... it doesn't take a big gift to accomplish a lot!
At Community Health Charities:
$10 can….. Help pay annual repair costs of wheelchairs or other medical equipment for someone
living with muscular dystrophy.
$25 can…. Buy one toy for hospital play areas or recreational areas located in family lodging
facilities.
$50 can…..Provide a wisdom kit to a family with a newly diagnosed child with diabetes to help
them understand and learn the disease in a relate-able and informative way.
$100 can….. Provide one mammogram screening for someone without insurance.
At Community Shares of Milwaukee:
$10 can….. Protect a dog from heart-worms at the Wisconsin Humane Society.
$25 can…. Provide “Know Your Rights” guides to 30 individuals through Disability Rights Wisconsin.
$50 can….. Support the supplies for 1 child to participate in Victory Garden’s youth programming.
$100 can….. Provide household items and food to veterans being served through Milwaukee
Homeless Veterans Initiative.

At EarthShare Wisconsin:
$10 can….. Remove 20 pounds of trash from a beach.
$25 can…. Purchase seed to plant a partial acre at a future prairie restoration in Wisconsin.
$50 can….. Support an educational class visit and tour at the Schlitz Audubon Nature Center.
$100 can….. Adopt an acre of land in the unique Mukwonago River watershed of southeastern
Wisconsin and helps maintain its ecological value to plants, animals, and humans
At Hunger Relief Fund:
$10 can….. Provide 12 boxes of healthy milk for kids.
$25 can…. Provide a festive Thanksgiving Turkey or Holiday Ham.
$50 can….. Provide 3 cans of formula to feed infants.
$100 can….. Provide 40 pounds of fresh green beans to local seniors.

At United Way OF GREATER MILWAUKEE:
$10 can….. Provide 2 hours of emergency respite care for a child to help reduce parental stress.
$25 can…. Provide 15 bus tickets for individuals seeking employment.
$50 can….. Allow 6 youth to attend a presentation on the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse.
$100 can….. Provide 4 hours of GED preparation for adults.

